DHYANIAM IN
THE BHAGAVAD GITA
questions answered by T.ILV. Desikachar

In the Indian tradition, a Sastra is always studied under a teacher. It
is the teacher who gives the text life and meaning by presenting it
in a manner that the student can relate to and apply in his life.
The Bhagavad Gita offers help to those in trouble. How its teachings
can be related to our lives and taken advantage of, is explained by
TKV Desikachar in his introduction and answers to his students.
The word dhyanam is an ancient word appearing in all four Veda-s, the Upanipd-s, and the
smTti-s. Each of the six Dardana-s has come to us through a rsi whose dhyanam on the Veda-s
gave rise to the insights that form that system. Ayurveda too has developed out of a profound
meditation on the Self, nature and the relationship between the two. Even rituals are organised
and presented to lead to the meditative state and the recitation of the mantra and the making
of_the offgring with the mind totally fixed on these acts. The definitions contained in the
Mimamsa in response to the questions, what is a mantra, what is dharma, and what is karma,
are spontaneous and come out of a very high state of mind.

In the Indian tradition, whenever the ancient people had important questions to answer they
did not address it intellectually but sought recourse to dhyAnam. The SvetaSvatara Upanisad
contains a beautiful example wherein there is a discussion about basic questions of life among'
an assembly of rsi-s. Each has a different answer and a consensus is not possible. They then
decide to all do dhydnam on this question. After a period ofdhydnam they found that they had
all arrived at the same answer to the questions: What is the cause of the world? What makes
a person happy? What is sustaining the world? All these questions had one answer which was
arrived at by all the rsi-s present, independently, through their meditation.
In the Bhagavad Gita there was a conflict. Arjuna is unable to take a decision and to resolve
this, he turns to Krsna and listens to him. It is important to realise that Arjuna is not just
listening to Krsna but that he is in a state of meditation. To be in the presence of a great
teacher who is expounding great secrets is enough.to put us in a state of meditation. Arjuna
benefits and quietens his mind to achieve clarity not just through the discourse of Kpr.ra but
from his immediate presence. This is the first and the most important teaching in the Bhagavad
Gita. That, to mediate, a person needs the presence of a special person.
To begin meditation we need to first look for the presence of Krsna in some form. Even the
reading of the Bhagavad Gita must be in the spirit of turning to Krsna for his advice. The
reader must see himself as Arjuna, in trouble and seeking help from KtSna. 'lh*en the reading
will be meditation. In the presence of a teacher, we are not concerned with the chapter or
SlOka ntmber and the various technicalities and classification of scholars. We are immersed in
that momenl, Iistening to every word gf the teacher and lost to everything else. To have the
teacher before you, in person or visualised in the mind is a necessary part of meditation.
Yamunacarya has highlighted four areas of meditation in the Bhagavad Gita. The first is
in relation to svadharma, what one must do, how it must be dong and what should be the
attitude to this action. Whenever there is a doubt or conflict in relation to one's action and
the accompanying attitude, meditation on svadharma will give clarity and tell us what is right.
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The second area of meditation is jnana. The GIta speaks of three things one should know: cir
which is not conscious and ISvara-the higher force.
which is conscious, acit

-that

-that

Whenever there is a doubt about what we should be moving towards pr a conflict as a result
of the pull in a particular direction, meditation on jndna will rirake clear the right path or
direction.

The third area of meditation is vairdga. This word occurs often in the Gita and stands for
that which should be forsaken and that which should never be forsaken. That which helps one,
must stay and that which disturbs, should be lefl behind.

In the GIta there are three fundamental reasons for a person being disturbed. The first is the
pult of temptations , raga or kama. The second is the dominance of the mjo gw.ta in the .person
resulting h laodha and the accompanying clouding of the mind. The third reason is the attituds
of aham, the power of the 'I'. The person is concerned only about himself to th\ total exclusion
of all things elie. When this disturbance begins, meditation on vairagta will help quieten the
person by making clear that ivhich is necsssary an{ good for one's development.and that which

rajo guna: that which is responsible for activity'
krodha : anger

is not.

And then there is me meditation that is bhakti. This, in the GiE, is to trust Krqna and do
everything as a service to a higher force. This idea occurs in the Gita right from the beginning
and most emphatically from the third chapter. Bhakti is not worship in a room in front of
a picture of God but is an attitude where we see and acknowledge the power of the higher
force in all things" This is the highest level of meditation as everything the person sees or does,
brings his mind back to the higher force that is responsible for all things. When we are insecure
or helpless, bhakti-the recognition of our limitations and the turning to a higher force, will

offer'a solution.
Every Stoka of th'e Bhagavad GIta would fall into_ one of the four parts of Y6munacSrya's
arrangement and every Sloka is a Slokn on meditation. The role of bhalai reaches its pinnacle
in thg carama filoka, the ultimate Sloka of. the whole Gite.

XVIII-66
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'abandoning all duties, come to Me alone for shelter. Be not grieved, for
from all evils.'

I shall

release thee

For many Indians, this is the most important verse of the Bhagavad Gita. hng commentaries
it by Sankara, Rim[nuja and Vedanta Dq(ika. In it Krsna.is telling the
person in doubt or,trouble, whose problems are not solved by other means, to come to Him
ind give all their troubles to Him. Following this surrender, He then becomes responsible for
their welfare and solves all their problems.
have.been written on

Horv does one who is confused abrlrut svtdharmorinAru or vairdgta, begin meditation on these
areas?
Sanga, association, is the starting point. This is a very important word. Ndthamuni talks of
sanga as the cause of disease, the Buddha has said that sanga is good for people and Sankara
states satsangatve nissangatvam, \then you are associated with good pegple, you will be free
ftom the bondage of sanga'.If the starting point is satsanga, association with that which is
good, yop will never be.alone.

A person cannot be forced onto the path offergd by the Bhagavad GitA even by someone as
close as the parent or teacher. fle or she must be shown the direction and then very carefully
led towards it. Kpr.ra himself sa16 "Even if I am on the right path, it is not my duty to consor
or comment on those who are not."
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To be open and non-judgemental is also sanga. Such a person naturally draws others into sanga
with him. Something must happen within that inspires the person to seek satsanga.
Sometimes, even when the person

is seeking satsanga, he still gets into wrong associations.

Horr can this be avoided?
Through abhydsa. Abhydsa has been defined in the Vedanta Sttra as drambhanam samlilanam
puna$ punah abhydsal"t
begin, to examine and begin again and examine once again and to
keep going through this cycle till one day the goal is reached. This process implies the existence
of. Sraddhd.ltis SraddhA that ensures that the person never gives up.

-to

When we nead the Gita-- and see ourselves in Arjuna's position, one thought that arises is that
Arjuna was fortunate to have had the immediate presence of a teacher, Kfq+u. But for us
this situation does not exist, that we have next to us a teacher who immediately gives us the
answer.

First there is the search and then there is rhe flower. And the search is more important than
the flower. There is a lot of searching taking place in recent times. The problem of survival has
passed, especially in the West, but man is still unhappy and searching for means to rid himself
of unhappiness. The flowers also exist. May be not to the stature of the r.1l-s of old but good
flowers nonetheless and appropriate to our times.
The searchers must do abhyasa as defined earlier, gain experience and gradually become flowers
themselves and give their fragrance to the searchers who follow. This is what is required today,
not the reading and writing of books upon books.

The lirst step in the whole process is to turn to a teacher. What will be the predominant
feature or characteristic of this person to whom we turn?
From what we see of Krsna in the Bhagavad Gim, there is only one requirement of the teacher.
Care. The teacher, Kpga, cares for Arjuna. However stupid may be the student, however wrong
his ideas and actions, the teacher cares for him. Again and again, Kr.;!a describes Arjuna
using words of encouragement. Some of the descriptions and metaphorp used by K11la are
extraordinary. Parantapa
know who you are, you are so powerful, people are scared of
-you
have mastered
you; Savyasdci
arc a great.artist, with eithpr hand; Dhanafijaya
-you
-you
wealth, the whole world is yours. These are not mere words of flattery, but reminders to Arjuna
of hiS real nature which is forgotten for an instant. They are used with the objective of reviving
him. Caring is the most important requirement of a teacher.
The student on the other hand must realise his limitations and turn for help to the teacher

with humility and faith.
These two together, establish the relationship from which'the learning arises.

What is the goal of the Bhagavad GIte and how is this achieved through the four areas of
svadharma, jndna, vairdgta and bhahtl
The Bhagavad Gite is a very practical teaching. It is meant to help a human being perform
the role that he or she has been destined to play. A person has to perform different roles in
different situations. As a teacher, a person needs clarity on jndna; as a father, on dharma and
as a student, on vairagru. When he finds hirnself helpless, confused or in conflict, he needs to
turn to a higher power, bhaloi.In each of these roles, the person should not cause suffering to
others or to himself.

The Gita comes in the form of a story and this makes it easy for an individual to identiff with
it and understand its teachings. The goal is not to give up or run away, as Arjuna wants to, but
to respond to every situation that comes our way in a manner appropriate to the context of the
situation. We should therefore guard against seeking to justiS a wrong response by quoting
the Gita out of context.

jnana, vairagn and bhalai presented in
Are the four aspects of meditation
-svadharma,
increasing levels of importance? Is meditation on jnana at a higher level than meditation on
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svadharma and meditation on vairagta higher than that on jnana?
Though this is the order of their presentation in the Gita and though there is a purpose in this
order, when we use this model for meditation they are not to be understood as representing
progressively higher levels of meditation. The meditation on each of these parts is according
to the need of the moment. As mentioned earlier, each person has differeniroles to play anO
each role requires a different response from the individual. It is of course assumed that we are
studying the Gita for help and not as an exercise in scholarship.

Can there be a conflict between these four aspects? It sometimes happens that there is a
conflict between the roles one has to play. We may be pulled in two different directions or
doing two things that are incompatibte with each other. Biing unable to choose one of the two
or reconcile the dilference, we may experience unhappiness.

If a person is clear about his svadharma, then everything else will fall into place. When the
person is unclear as to what he must do, how he must do it and the attitude to the action;
conflicts will arise. The clarity gets disturbed through kama, laodha and aham. When these
arise, clarity on svadharma, jnana and vairagta is lost.
We have seen that the turning to the teacher is the first step. Does one have to go through
the anguish ofArjuna before seeking the teacher?

This is human nature. Even in Yoga, the first step is the recognition of one's unhappiness.
In life, experience is the best teacher. Whatever may be the theoretical knowledge we have,
it is experience that evokes a response from us and decides the next step. The Sanskrit word
for experience is anubkavam, tlllat which becomes a part of you and remains with you. It is
through experience that knowledge in internalised and validated. Without experience a true
understanding is never achieved.

As long as there is no sankala, anguish, or desperation, the turning away from oneself and
towards the teacher will not be total. The person must be in the situation of having a bone
stuck in the throat. It can neither be swallowed not thrown out. Nothing matters then but its
removal from the throat. The cry, "O God please help me now in my trouble" is then a genuine
cry of surrender and a call for help. This is human nature.
There seem to be similarities and differences in the role and description of I6vara in the Yoga
Strtra and the Bhagavad Gira--.

There is a fundamental difference in the ISvara of these two great smrti-s. In the Bhagavad
Git6, K1q4a presents his teachings in progressing levels. In the beginning, at a simple ievel,
Kr.qla is encouraging Arjuna to reflect on some questions of duty and giving ideas on how
to act, what is real and unreal, dying and not dying. As Arjuna is stabilised, K{!+a tells him
something extraordinary about lSvara that is nowhere mentioned in the Yoga Sltra. He tells
him that all that has happened, that is happening and that will happen, has been planned by
God (Krsna) and worked out according to His will. Men are mere puppets whose strings He
pulls. This means that in the Bhagavad Gita everything has already neen orOained by God.
Nothing happens without His power, will or intention. In the eleventh chapter, K1qla even
reveals his God form and shows Arjuna that He, K{Ura, is everything and that all beings are
nothing before Him.
So a wide range of definitions is given, each at a different level, consistent with the stage of the
teaching. In the Yoga Sltra, however there is only one definition of lSvara. He is all-knowing,
free from flaws, the first teacher and the teacher for all times. Through focussing on him
we learn something about ourselves. And furtheq to achieve the goal of Yoga, I6vara is one
among a rangg of methods. If this idea is not acceptable to a person, there exist other means
to achieve the same goal. Nowhere in the Yoga S[tra is it stated that ISvara is everything and
the individual is nothing.

There is also the nature of the relationship with I6vara. This is beautifully srated in
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VI.3O
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'He who sees Me everywhere and sees all in Me; I am not lost to him nor is he lost to Me'

This is a very important relationship presented in the Gita between God and his devotee,
and worls at the emotional level. Ttie devotee who sees K1qna in everything will never be
forsaken by the l,ord and so will never suffer. So the progression in the GitS is on two paths;
the emotional culminating in the highest bhaloi and the understanding, culminating in total
clarity.

The best subject for dhydnnm is said to be fSvara. What will be the difference in the quality
or the rcsult of the dhydnam done at the different levels of understanding of I6vara?
yadrSi bhavana yatra siddhirbhavati tadrii

This is an old saying and lt means that the fruits of one's efforts will be in keeping with the
attitude and aspiration that accompanies it. It follows that there will be a difference in the
dhyanam done depending on rhe undersranding of ldvara.
This difference is a natural consequence of the inherent difference in all human beings. iftsna
himself says that he makes himself available to the various devotees in the various ways and
forms that they worship him.

vIJ-21
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'Whatever form any devotee with faith wishes to worship,

I

rr

I make that faith of his steady'

DHYANA SI-OTA ON BHAGAVAD GITA
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Om. O Goddess the Blessed Mother Bhagavad Gita;
who was imparted to Arjuna by N6r6yana Himself;
who was recorded amidst the Mahabh6rata by Vyasa, the ancient sage;

who is advaita, the knowledge without a second;
who is a rain of eternity given in eighteen chapters;
I meditate on you O mother, who by my side will remove all fears.
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